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Quantitative Analysis of Localization and Nuclear
Aggregate Formation Induced by GFP-Lamin
A Mutant Proteins in Living HeLa Cells

S. Hübner,* J.E. Eam, K.M. Wagstaff, and D.A. Jans

Nuclear Signaling Laboratory, Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, PO Box 13D,
Monash University, Clayton, Victoria 3800, Australia

Abstract Although A-type lamins are ubiquitously expressed, their role in the tissue-specificity of human
laminopathies remains enigmatic. In this study, we generate a series of transfection constructs encodingmissense lamin A
mutant proteins fused to green fluorescent protein and investigate their subnuclear localization using quantitative live cell
imaging. The mutant constructs used included the laminopathy-inducing lamin A rod domain mutants N195K, E358K,
M371K, R386K, the tail domain mutants G465D, R482L, and R527P, and the Hutchinson–Gilford progeria syndrome-
causing deletion mutant, progerin (LaAD50). All mutant derivatives induced nuclear aggregates, except for progerin,
which caused a more lobulated phenotype of the nucleus. Quantitative analysis revealed that the frequency of nuclear
aggregate formation was significantly higher (two to four times) for the mutants compared to the wild type, although the
level of lamin fusion proteinswithin nuclear aggregateswas not. The distributionof endogenousA-type laminswas altered
byoverexpressionof the laminAmutants, coexpressionexperiments revealing that aberrant localizationof theN195Kand
R386K mutants had no effect on the subnuclear distribution of histones H2A or H2B, or on nuclear accumulation of H2A
overexpressed as a DsRed2 fusion protein. The GFP-lamin fusion protein-expressing constructs will have important
applications in the future, enabling live cell imaging of nuclear processes involving lamins and how this may relate to the
pathogenesis of laminopathies. J. Cell. Biochem. 98: 810–826, 2006. � 2006 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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The nucleus is a defining feature of the
eukaryotic cell, being integrally involved in
cellular signaling processes. Nuclear integrity
is preserved through a nucleoskeletal filament
system formed largely by members of the lamin
family of nuclear localizing intermediate fila-
ments (IF). Lamins form a fibrous proteinac-
eous structure, 20–50 nm in diameter, which
underlies the inner nuclearmembrane (INM) of
the nuclear envelope (NE) and interacts with a

number of INM integral proteins. In addition to
their localization at the nuclear periphery,
lamins are also present in the nucleoplasm,
where A-type lamins in particular are believed
to play important roles in nuclear processes.

Nuclear lamins, like cytoplasmic IF proteins,
contain a central a-helical rod domain, flanked
by non-a-helical ‘‘head’’ and ‘‘tail’’ domains.
Lamins can be classified into the developmen-
tally expressed A-type and the constitutively
expressed B-type lamins. Mammalian cells
express four A-type lamins (lamin A, AD10, C
and C2) from one gene (LMNA) by alternative
splicing and three B-type lamins (lamin B1, B2,
and B3) encoded by two genes (LMNB1 and
LMNB2). Lamin A, but not lamin C, contains a
terminal tetrapeptide sequence, the CaaXmotif
(C, cysteine, a, aliphatic, X, any amino acid),
which is the site of post-translational farnesyla-
tion. B-type lamins, which also contain a
CaaX motif, are constitutively farnesylated
[Beck et al., 1990; Sinensky et al., 1994a],
whereas lamin A carries this modification only
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temporarily and soon after its incorporation
into the filament system, the farnesyl group is
removed in a multi-step process [Weber et al.,
1989]. The globular tail domain of lamins
includes an evolutionarily conserved domain
containing an immunoglobulin-like fold com-
prising a pair of b-sheets [Dhe-Paganon et al.,
2002; Krimm et al., 2002], within which many
disease-causing mutations reside.
A group of heritable human diseases, known

as laminopathies, have been identified over the
last �10 years, mostly associated with muta-
tions in LMNA. Based on tissue-specificity
and clinical phenotypes, laminopathies can be
broadly grouped into distinct categories, with
prominent features of muscular dystrophy,
lipodystrophy and neuropathy, while other
laminopathies display a rather complex clinical
phenotype with more pleiotropic effects on
development (see www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/
query.fcgi? CMD¼ search&DB¼ omim).
Opposing structural and gene expression

hypotheses have been proposed to explain why
mutations within LMNA give rise to distinct
diseases. As the lamina is an essential determi-
nant of nuclear shape and stability [Newport
et al., 1990; Lenz-Bohme et al., 1997; Sullivan
et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2000], structural defects
within it may contribute to pathology. This is
consistent with the observation that skin fibro-
blasts from autosomal dominant Emery–Drei-
fuss muscular dystrophy (AD-EDMD—[Bonne
et al., 1999]) patients or LMNA knockout
fibroblasts display increased nuclear fragility
[Markiewicz et al., 2002b; Broers et al., 2004;
Lammerding et al., 2004]. The alternative
hypothesis proposes that the nuclear lamina
may play a role in tissue-specific gene expres-
sion. As lamins and other NE proteins directly
or indirectly bind to DNA and heterochromatin/
histones, this interaction could contribute to the
spatial localization of chromatin within the cell
nucleus. Thus, alterations of the nuclear lamina
organization through loss of A-type lamin
function could lead to changes in chromatin
distribution [Liu et al., 2000; Vigouroux et al.,
2001; Favreau et al., 2003;Nikolova et al., 2004]
and possibly gene expression. In addition, A-
type lamins have also been proposed to interact
with key transcriptional regulators such as the
retinoblastoma protein [Ozaki et al., 1994;
Markiewicz et al., 2002a; Hübner et al., 2005],
members of the sterol responsive element
binding protein (SREBP) family [Lloyd et al.,

2002; Hübner et al., 2005] andMOK2 [Dreuillet
et al., 2002].

The impact of pathogenic A-type lamin
expression on the subnuclear localization of A-
type lamin-binding proteins, NE-structure and
nuclear function have been investigated using
either cultured skin fibroblasts obtained from
laminopathy patients [Vigouroux et al., 2001;
Favreau et al., 2003], or cultured cell lines
ectopically expressing FLAG- or HA-tagged
A-type lamin fusion proteins [Holt et al.,
2001; Ostlund et al., 2001; Raharjo et al., 2001;
Bechert et al., 2003; Favreau et al., 2003;
Sebillon et al., 2003], where cells were fixed
and permeabilized to enable visualization of
overexpressed proteins by immunostaining.
With few exceptions [Gilchrist et al., 2004;
Broers et al., 2005], live cell imaging with
respect to the study of lamins carrying lamino-
pathy-inducing mutations has largely been
lacking.

To begin to address this shortfall, the present
study uses GFP as a fusion tag to study lamin A
dynamics, enabling investigation of the sub-
nuclear localization of pathogenic lamin A
proteins in living cells. We show that, with the
exception of the deletion mutant progerin, all
of the mutants, as well as wild type lamin A,
can induce nuclear aggregates, although the
mutants show a two- to four-fold higher fre-
quency of aggregate formation. There were no
significant differences between the proteins in
terms of their concentration within nuclear
aggregates, however. Aggregate formation also
disrupted endogenous lamina organization, but
had no effect on either intranuclear localization
or nuclear accumulation of coexpressed core
histones. Of all of the mutants, progerin
uniquely was found to increase lobulation of
the NE. The GFP-lamin A fusion proteins will
have important application in analyzing the
effects of lamin Amutant expression on nuclear
processes in living cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmid Construction

To derive constructs for the expression of
pathogenic human pre-lamin A proteins in
mammalian cells, expression vector pSVK3,
provided by H.J. Worman (Departments of
Medicine and of Anatomy and Cell Biology,
Columbia University, New York, USA), was
digested with restriction endonucleases XhoI
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and BamHI and the wild type pre-lamin A
cDNA ligated into the similarily digested entry
vector pENTR11 (Invitrogen, Life Technolo-
gies). The resultant pENTR11 pre-lamin A
was subsequently digestedwithBstEII to delete
the coding sequence for pre-laminAaminoacids
124–641 and then ligated with BstEII-gener-
ated pre-lamin A cDNA fragments from the
pSVK3- and pCS2þ pre-lamin A vectors, which
encode the pathogenic pre-lamin A proteins
N195K, E358K, M371K, and R386K (also
provided by H.J. Worman), and G465D,
R482L, and R527P (provided by M. Osborn,
Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemis-
try, Göttingen,Germany). The pre-laminAwild
type and mutant cDNAs were ultimately trans-
ferred into destination vector pDEST53 encod-
ing GFP-fusion proteins under control of the
CMV promotor by site-specific recombination,
using GatewayTM technology (Invitrogen, Life
Technologies). Destination clone DsRed2-LaA
was obtained by recombination between
pENTR11-pre-lamin A and Gateway compati-
ble DsRed2 plasmid [Soboleva et al., 2005].

A GatewayTM-compatible LaAD50-cDNAwas
generated by high fidelity PCR using primers
containing the attB1 and attB2 recombination
sites and the expression vector pSVK3 pre-
lamin A as a template. The primers used were
attB1LaAD50 (50-GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAA-
AAAG CAGGCTGTGAGACCCCGTCCCAGC-
30) and attB2LaAD50 (50-GGGGACCACTTTG-
TACAAGAAAGCTGGGTTATTACATGATGC-
TGCAGTTCTGGGGGCTCTGGGCTCCTGAG-
CCGC-30) where the human pre-lamin A-speci-
fic nucleotides are underlined. Use of primer
attB2LaAD50 enabled the deletion of a 150
nucleotide sequence (nucleotides 1819–1968) at
the C-terminus of the human pre-lamin A
cDNA. The amplified LaAD50-cDNA fragment
was first transferred into entry vector
pDONR207 (Invitrogen, Life Technologies),
generating entry clone pDONR207-LaAD50,
and then into destination vector pDEST53
(Invitrogen, Life Technologies) by recombina-
tional cloning. Destination clone pEPI-LaAD50
was obtained by recombinational cloning
between entry clone pDONR207-LaAD50 and
pEPI, previously made GatewayTM compatible,
using the GatewayTM Vector Conversion kit
(Invitrogen, Life Technologies), according to
manufacturer’s instructions [Ghildyal et al.,
2005]. pEPI is a pEGFPC1-derived episomally
replicating expression vector, which allows

long-term expression of encoded proteins
[Piechaczek et al., 1999]. The cDNA fragments
in pENTR11 pre-lamin A and pDONR207-
LaAD50 were verified by automated DNA
sequencing.

To generate plasmids pDsRed2-H2A and
pDsRed2-H2B, the coding sequences of Xenopus
histones H2A and H2B were generated by PCR
using the primers 50-GGGGACAAGTTTGTAC
AAAAAAGCAGGCTTCATGTCAGGAACAGG-
CAAACAAG-30 and 50-GGGGACCACTTTGTA
CAAGAAAGCTGGGTCCTTGCTCTTGGCAG-
ATTTGGC-30 (H2A) and (50-GGGGACAAGTT
TTACAAAAAAGCAGGAGGCTTGGATATCC-
CTGAGCCCGCC-30 and 50-GGGGACACTTT-
GTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCTAGGCGCTGGT-
GTACTTGGTGCG-30 (H2B) using high fidelity
PCR and the vectors pET5a-H2A and pET5a-
H2B as templates. These were subsequently
transferred into pDONR207 using homologous
recombination (GatewayTM Technology) result-
ing in the pDONR207-H2A and pDONR207-
H2B vectors. The coding sequences were then
transferred by recombination into the destina-
tion vector pBk-CMV-DsRed2 (DsRed2 coding
sequence expressed from the CMV promoter in
pBk-CMV), which was made GatewayTM com-
patible using theGatewayTMVectorConversion
kit according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. The fidelity of all constructs was verified
by DNA sequencing.

Cell Culture and Transfection

Human cervical adenocarcinoma HeLa cells
and mouse C2C12 myoblasts were cultured in
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM)
supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal
calf serum (FCS), penicillin, and streptomycin
in a humidified 378C incubator with 5% CO2.
Transfection was performed using lipofectA-
MINE 2000 (Invitrogen, Life Technologies).
One day before transfection, HeLa and C2C12
cells were seeded on to 15� 15mm coverslips in
12-well culture plates or 18mmdiameter round
coverslips in six-well culture plates (for live cell
imaging) and grown for 16–24 h to 50%–70%
confluence. For transfection, 2 mg plasmid DNA
was mixed with serum-free DMEM in a total
volume of 50 ml, which was added to 50 ml
containing lipofectAMINE 2000 diluted 1:25 in
serum free DMEM and incubated for 20 min at
room temperature. This mixture was then
added directly to the cells, which were then
returned to the incubator. Cotransfection of
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HeLa cells was carried out using TransIT-LT1
(Mirus Corporation). Three microliters of
Trans-IT-LT1 weremixed with 50 ml serum free
DMEM and incubated for 20 min at room
temperature. Two micrograms DNA (1 mg of
each construct) was then added to the mixture,
incubated for 20 min at room temperature, and
the mixture added to the cells, which were then
returned to the incubator.

Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy
(CLSM)/Image Analysis

Transfected cells were analyzed by CLSM
with equatorial images derived using a Perkin
Elmer Ultraview live cell imaging system,
equipped with a reverse 100� oil immersion
objective (Olympus). For live imaging, cells
were maintained in phenol red-free DMEM
medium in a coverslip chamber and the imaging
performed using a 378C-heated stage. Images
were also collected through the entire cell to
produce a z-series that was used to generate
a projection image of the nucleus. Images
obtained by CLSM were analyzed using the
ImageJ 1.62 public domain software, as pre-
viously [Forwood and Jans, 2002]. The mean
nuclear (Fn) and cytoplasmic (Fc) fluorescence
were quantified to enable the nuclear to cyto-
plasmic ratio (Fn/c) to be determined according
to the formula: Fn/c¼ (Fn�Fb)/Fc�Fb), where
Fb is the mean background fluorescence (auto-
fluorescence). Quantitation of the mean fluor-
escence of laminAnuclear aggregates (Fna)was
determined according to the formula: Fna¼
Fna�Fb. Statistical analysis was performed
using the Student’s t-test (unpaired, two-
tailed—InStat 2.01 software package) as pre-
viously [Hu and Jans, 1999].

Immunofluorescence

Transfected cells grown on coverslips were
washed with PBS and fixed and permeabilized
with either methanol/acetone (1:1, �208C) for
10 min at �208C or 4% para-formaldehyde for
10 min, and Triton X-100 (0.05%) for 5 min.
Followingwasheswith PBS, the fixed cells were
blocked for 1 h with 2% BSA/0.05% Tween 20 at
room temperature and then incubated with
either monoclonal anti-lamin A/C (Imgenex, IMG
703-4; 1:1,000) or monoclonal anti-FLAGM2
(Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen, Germany: 1:1,000)
for 3 h at 48C. After 3 washes with PBS/0.05%
Tween 20, cells were incubated for 1 h at 48C
with theAlexaFluoro-568-conjugatedgoat anti-

mouse secondary antibody (1:1,000). Cells were
finally washed with PBS/0.05% Tween 20 and
mounted.

RESULTS

Subnuclear Localization of
GFP-Lamin A Mutant Proteins

To determine the subnuclear localization
of pathogenic lamin A mutants expressed as
GFP-fusion proteins, we generated a series
of expression vectors encoding the lamin A
mutants: N195K, found in patients with dilated
cardiomyopathy (DCM) [Fatkin et al., 1999];
E358K, M371K, R386K, and R527P, identified
in patients with AD-EDMD [Bonne et al., 1999;
Bonne et al., 2000]; G465D and R482L, found in
patients with familial partial lipodystrophy
(FPLD) [Cao and Hegele, 2000; Shackleton
et al., 2000], and LaAD50 found in patients
with Hutchinson–Gilford progeria syndrome
(HGPS) [Cao and Hegele, 2003; De Sandre-
Giovannoli et al., 2003; Eriksson et al., 2003]
(see Fig. 1). The expression constructs encode
the precursor form of lamin A, pre-lamin A,
which is subsequently processed by a two-step
endoproteolytic cleavage of the final 18 amino
acids [Weber et al., 1989; Sinensky et al.,
1994b]. Transfection efficiencies for the differ-
ent constructs and the level of expression of the
respective lamin A wild type and mutant GFP-
fusion proteins in HeLa cells were comparable
in all cases (not shown). Figure 2A displays the
representative subnuclear localization pattern
16–24 h post transfection of the GFP-lamin A
fusion proteins used in this study in living,
transfected HeLa cells. Immunoblot analysis of
cell lysates revealed proteins of the anticipated
sizes (not shown). The formation of nuclear
aggregates was the most dramatic nuclear
phenoytype seen upon overexpression of wild
type and mutant proteins (see summary in
Table I). In cells transfected to express GFP-
laminA (GFP-LaA), themajority of cells showed
a uniform to near uniform localization of GFP-
LaA at the nuclear periphery, indicating incor-
poration of GFP-LaA into the nuclear lamina
(Fig. 2A a, a0, and b). In a subset of transfected
cells (17%), mislocalization into nuclear aggre-
gates could also be observed (Fig. 2A c), but the
majority of such cells contained nuclei with only
few, and generally small aggregates. Nuclear
aggregate formation was also detected in non-
transfected HeLa cells immunostained for
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endogenous lamin A/C (not shown). Such sub-
nuclear localization of wildtype lamin A has
previously been reported and found to corre-
spond to functionally distinct types of intra-
nuclear structures [Bridger et al., 1993; Moir
et al., 1994; Hozak et al., 1995; Machiels et al.,
1995; Sasseville and Raymond, 1995; Pugh
et al., 1997; Spann et al., 1997; Jagatheesan
et al., 1999; Neri et al., 1999; Kennedy et al.,
2000; Muralikrishna et al., 2004]. However, the
intranuclear, endogenous lamin-containing foci
appear to be distinct from lamin A-mutant
induced aggregates [Capanni et al., 2003].
GFP-LaA was also detected in the cytoplasm
within perinuclear structures (not shown). This
property, which has not been previously
reported, was also observed in all of the lamin
A mutant expressing cells, and is presumably a
result of overexpression.

In cells expressing the rod domain mutant
GFP-LaAE358K, the majority of transfected
cells displayed discontinous lamina fluores-
cence (Fig. 2A g and g0), with 40% additionally
containing nuclear aggregates (Fig. 2A h),
whereas cells with nuclei containing aggregates
only, that is, without any rimfluorescence, were
rarely observed. Similar observationshavebeen
reported for HA-tagged lamin A mutant pro-
teins R453W and R482W [Favreau et al., 2003].
In some cells, nuclei with continous lamina
fluorescence were also detectable (Fig. 2A i).

The number of aggregates per nucleus in GFP-
LaAE358K-expressing cells was lower than in
the other rod domain lamin Amutants (N195K,
M371K, and R386K see below), with the lowest
frequency of cells showing nuclear aggregate
formation. HeLa cells expressing GFP-LaAN
195K and GFP-LaAM371K showed a mainly
nuclear aggregate-only phenotype (Fig. 2A d, d0,
and j, j0), generally with numerous aggregates,
larger than those seen in either GFP-LaAE
358K- or GFP-LaA-expressing cells. Addition-
ally, cells could be detected with very large
aggregates, resembling those seen in Figure 2A
m and m0. Other transfected cells displayed
discontinous lamina fluorescence (Fig. 2A e and
k) similar to that of the E358K mutant, either
with or without additional nuclear aggregates.
In low expressing cells, diffuse and weak NE
localization of GFP-LaAN195K (Fig. 2A f) and
GFP-LaAM371K (not shown) was detectable.
The majority of cells expressing GFP-LaAN
195K and GFP-LaAM371K at low levels, how-
ever, contained nuclei with few aggregates,
indicating that the N195K and M371K muta-
tions impair lamina assembly more than the
E358K mutant. In GFP-LaAE358K- but not in
GFP-LaAN195K-expressing cells, continuous
fluorescent nuclear lamina could be detected
(Fig. 2A i). Seventy-one percent and 76% of
transfected cells showed nuclei with aggregates
in the case of cells expressing N195K and

Fig. 1. Domain structure of pre-lamin A, indicating the positions of the pathogenic mutations used in this
study, together with the associated diseases. DCM, dilated cardiomyopathy; EDMD, Emery–Dreyfuss
muscular dystrophy; FPLD, familal partial lipodystrophy; HGPS, Hutchinson–Gilford progeria syndrome;
NLS, nuclear localization signal.
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Fig. 2. Normal and aberrant localization of overexpressed
disease-causing GFP-lamin A fusion proteins in cultured cells.
CLSM images of live HeLa (A) and C2C12 (B) cells expressing
wild type and mutant GFP-lamin A fusion proteins performed
16–24 h post transfection. A: CLSM images display individual
nuclei with mislocalizing GFP-lamin A fusion proteins. Images
on the left most panel represent the most prominent nuclear
phenotype. Z-series of x–y images through the entire volume of

the nucleus were additionally generated, and the images
subsequently combined and converted into projection images
(a’, d’, g’, j’, m’, n’, p’, r’, v’). Juxta-equatorial scanning through
the nucleus was also performed to display discontinous lamina
fluorescence (b, e, k, o, s, u). B: CLSM images display
representative aggregate-containing individual nuclei in C2C12
cells expressing the indicatedwild type andmutant GFP-lamin A
fusion proteins.
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M371K lamin A mutants, the mutations in the
rod domain thus resulting in severe lamin
assembly defects. The most assembly incompe-
tent rod domain mutant, however, appeared
to be R386K, where 72% of transfected cells
showed nuclear aggregates regardless of the
expression level (Fig. 2A m, m0, and n, n0).
Continuous lamina fluorescence was rarely
detected. Generally, nuclear aggregates were
numerous and of similar size to those formed by
GFP-LaAN195K and GFP-LaAM371K, but
with a greater tendency to form large aggre-
gates (see Fig. 2 m and m0).

Experiments with GFP-LaA and the myo-
pathy-causingGFP-LaAN195Kand -LaAR386K
mutants were similarly conducted in the more
laminopathy-relevant C2C12 cell line (see
Fig. 2B). As in HeLa cells, aggregates were
induced in GFP-LaA-expressing C2C12 cells,
but they were generally smaller than the
aggregates induced upon expression of GFP-
LaAN195K or GFP-LaAR386K. The frequency
of aggregate formation of the lamin A fusion
proteins was comparable to that in HeLa
cells, with 18.5% of cells containing nuclear
aggregates after ectopic expression of GFP-
LaA, and 78.1% and 82.5% respectively after
expression of GFP-LaAN195K and GFP-
LaAR386K (Table I). In short, no significant
differences could be discerned between the two
cell lines.

Lamin A mutants known to form nuclear
aggregates due topointmutationswithin the Ig-
fold of the tail domain (G465D, R482L, and
R527P) were also examined in HeLa cells. G465
and R482 are clustered within the Ig-fold, with
R482 being a hot spot formutations, while R527
is found in a completely different location.
Intriguingly a total of three different substitu-
tions have now been documented at amino acid
position 482 that lead to laminopathies with
different tissue involvement. The strongest
induction of nuclear aggregates among these
mutants was observed for GFP-LaAR482L
(72%) (Fig. 2A r and r0), while cells expressing
GFP-LaAG465D, and GFP-LaAR527P showed
a lower frequency of nuclear aggregate forma-
tion (31%and33%respectively) (Table I, Fig. 2A
o, o0, and u, u0). GFP-LaAG465D and GFP-
LaAR527P-expressing cells were most dissim-
ilar to cells expressing GFP-LaA, with the
majority of nuclei exhibiting discontinous
lamina fluorescence (Fig. 2A s and v), followed
by nuclei showing both discontinous lamina and
nuclear aggregates. The aggregates were simi-
lar in size to those seen in nuclei containing rod-
domain mutants, with large aggregates rarely
evident. Continuous lamina fluorescence was
detectable but was significantly less frequent
compared to cells expressing GFP-LaA (Fig. 2A
t andw). The expression of the tailmutantGFP-
LaAR482L resulted in a lamina phenotype very

TABLE I. Summary of Nuclear/Intranuclear Localization of GFP-Lamin A Constructs and
Frequency of Nuclear Aggregate Formation in Transfected HeLa Cells

GFP-fusion protein
expressed GFP-lamin A localizationa

% Cells with
aggregates (n)b

GFP-LaAc Continuous NE-fluorescence>discontinuous NE-fluorescence with/without
aggregates

17 (1273)

GFP-LaN195Kc Aggregates only>discontinuous NE-fluorescence with/without aggregates 76 (822)
GFP-LaE358Kc Discontinuous NE-fluorescence with/without aggregates>aggregates

only> continuous NE-fluorescence
40 (1027)

GFP-LaM371K Aggregates only>discontinuous NE-fluorescence with/without
aggregates> continuous NE-fluorescence

71 (947)

GFP-LaR386K Aggregates only 73 (1175)
GFP-LaG465D Discontinuous NE-fluorescence with/without aggregates> continuous

NE-fluorescence
31 (973)

GFP-LaR482L Aggregates only>discontinuous NE-fluorescence with/without
aggregates> continuous NE-fluorescence

72 (962)

GFP-LaR527P Discontinuous NE-fluorescence with/without aggregates> continuous
NE-fluorescence

33 (881)

aTheGFP-laminA phenotypes are listed in order of frequency; see representative images in Figure 2. Nuclear aggregate formationwas
the most overt phenotype. NE, nuclear envelope.
bPercentage of cells containingnuclear aggregates 24hpost transfection. Results are pooled from three independent experiments. In all
cases, significant differences (P< 0.05) were observed between the number of nuclear aggregates in mutant versus wild type lamin A-
expressing cells.
cExpression of GFP-LaA, GFP-LaAN195K, and GFP-LaAR386K was also conducted in the laminopathy-relevant cell line C2C12.
Nuclear aggregate formation occurred at similar frequencies as in HeLa cells, with 18.5% of GFP-LaA-expressing cells containing
nuclear aggregates, and a much higher frequency of nuclear aggregates in GFP-LaAN195K- and GFP-LaAR386K-expressing cells
(78.1% and 82.5%, respectively).
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similar to that seen in cells expressing GFP-
LaAN195K, GFP-LaAM371K, and GFP-LaAR
386K. Seventy-two percent of cells had nuclei
containing numerous nuclear aggregates either
with or without discontinous lamina fluores-
cence (Fig. 2A s). Continuous lamina fluores-
cence was rarely seen (Fig. 2A t). These findings
are consistent with previous reports [Bechert
et al., 2003] that the R482L mutation results in
the most assembly incompetent lamina pheno-
type, with the highest frequency of nuclear
aggregate formation compared to other tail
domain mutants. A summary of the nuclear
phenotypes, as well as statistical analysis of
nuclear aggregate formation upon expression of
GFP-lamin A constructs is shown in Table I.
Immunofluorescence analysis of HeLa cells

transfected with constructs encoding the GFP-
lamin A mutants N195K and R386K revealed
colocalization of endogenous A-type lamins
within nuclear aggregates and disruption of
the lamina lattice structure (Fig. 3b,c). In the
absence of any nuclear aggregate formation, the
endogenous lamin lattice displayed homoge-
neous rim fluorescence (Fig. 3a). The results
thus indicate that the lamin A mutant proteins
can interferewith the targeting and assembly of
endogenousA-type lamins [Ostlund et al., 2001;
Raharjo et al., 2001]; this may represent part of
the basis of pathology in laminopathy patients.

Quantitative Analysis of Nuclear Aggregates
Formed by GFP Lamin A Mutant Proteins

To investigate whether there were mutant-
specific differences in the concentration of wild
type opposed tomutant lamin A proteins within
nuclear aggregates, the mean fluorescence
intensity of aggregates (Fna) was quantitated
in living C2C12 myoblasts, expressing GFP-
LaA or the rod domain lamin A mutants GFP-
LaAN195K, GFP-LaAE358K, GFP-LaAM371K,
and GFP-LaAR386K. The mean fluorescence
intensities were determined as described in
Materials and Methods with the specific Fna

values obtained from lamin A wild type aggre-
gates (Fna¼ 1) compared to those obtained
from lamin A mutant aggregates. The results
revealed that the relative intensity of aggregate
fluorescence for all rod domain mutants in
C2C12 myoblasts was very similar to that of
GFP-LaA, with relative Fna values of 0.81 for
GFP-LaAN195K, 0.81 for GFPLaAM371K and
0.96 for GFP-LaAR386K (see Table II). Only
GFP-LaAE358K seemed to have a lower rela-

tive aggregate fluorescence intensity (Fna of
0.61).

Expression of GFP-LaAD50 Induces a
Dysmorphic Nuclear Phenotype

Subnuclear localization studies were also
conducted for an expression construct encoding
the HGPS-causing deletion mutant, progerin
(LaAD50). This mutant is most commonly
caused by a de novo heterozygous silent sub-
stitution at codon 608 (G608G) of the LMNA
gene that ultimately leads to the in-frame
deletion of 50 amino acids within the tail
domain. This aberrant splicing event deletes
the second endoproteolytic site, resulting in
incompletematuration of the lamin A precursor
molecule. Transfection of HeLa cells with the
pEPI-LaAD50 and the pEPI-LaA expression
plasmids revealed that a significantly higher
proportion of cells expressing GFP-LaAD50
possess nuclei with a dysmorphic, lobulated
shape (33%, n¼ 1285–Fig. 4b,c) than GFP-LaA
expressing cells (16%, n¼ 1283). However, the
majority of transfected cells were indistinguish-
able from wild type lamin A expressing cells
in terms of nuclear rim fluorescence (Fig. 4a).
Analogous experiments conducted using
pDEST53-based expression vectors (which
result in lower protein expression levels—not
shown) yielded similar results, although the
percentage of dysmorphic nuclei was lower,
with only 23.3% (n¼ 313) of the GFP-LaAD50
expressing cells displaying a lobulated pheno-
type compared to 16.5% (n¼ 212) of cells
expressing GFP-LaA. We also observed that
nuclear aggregate formation in GFP-LaAD50
expressing HeLa cells was significantly lower
(2%, n¼ 600) compared to cells expressing the
wild type form of lamin A (17%, n¼ 1273). In
addition to nuclear rim fluorescence, perinuc-
lear fluorescence could be observed in cells
expressing high levels of GFP-LaAD50 (not
shown).

In order to investigate whether expression of
FLAG-LaAN195K increases nuclear aggrega-
tion of GFP-LaAD50, HeLa cells were cotrans-
fected with constructs encoding GFP-LaAD50
and FLAG-LaAN195K. In all double-trans-
fected cells, colocalization of FLAG-LaAN195K
and GFP-LaAD50 in nuclear aggregates could
bedetected, indicative of an interactionbetween
the two mutant proteins and recruitment of
GFP-LaAD50 into FLAG-LaAN195K-gener-
ated aggregates (Fig. 4d–f). Thus, although
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LaAD50 itself does not appear to induce nuclear
aggregates (but rather has other effects on
nuclear morphology), the LaAN195K mutant
appears to be dominant in terms of recruiting

LaAD50 into nuclear aggregates. Colocalization
of FLAG-LaAN195K and GFP-LaAD50 within
perinuclear structures was also frequently
observed. Although the significance is not clear,

Fig. 3. Disruption of endogenous A-type lamins upon over-
expression of GFP-lamin A mutants. CLSM images of over-
expressed GFP-lamin A mutants and endogenous A-type lamins
in HeLa cells 24 h post transfection. Endogenous A-type lamins
were visualized after immunostaining of methanol/acetone fixed
cells with amonoclonal anti A-type lamin antibody and anAlexa
568-coupled secondary antibody (middle panels). Panels depict
nontransfected cells (A) or cells overexpressing GFP-LaAN195K

(B) or GFP-LaAR386K (C). Images on the left represent the GFP-
fusion proteins, images in the middle represent the anti-A-type
lamin immunostaining and images on the right represent the
merged images, where yellow coloration is indicative of coloca-
lization. The upper panels in each of A–C depict images with an
equatorial slice through the cell, whereas the bottom panels
depict projection images. [Color figure can be viewed in the on-
line issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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such cytoplasmic structures were not observed
in cells expressing FLAG-LaAN195K alone,
although diffuse cytoplasmic staining was de-
tectable in a few cells.

Core Histones H2A and H2B Are Not
Detected in Nuclear Aggregates

Previous studies have shown that lamin A
binds DNA directly [Stierle et al., 2003], and is
also able to bind to chromatin/polynucleosomes/
core histones [Hoger et al., 1991; Yuan et al.,
1991; Taniura et al., 1995] and assemble onto

the surface of chromosomes [Burke, 1990; Glass
and Gerace, 1990]. Although a chromatin/core
histone binding region has been mapped to the
C-terminal domain of LaA [Hoger et al., 1991;
Taniura et al., 1995], and a binding site for
mitotic chromosomes identified in the rod
domain [Glass and Gerace, 1990], direct inter-
action with the core histones H2A and H2B has
only been demonstrated in vitro for the Droso-
phila lamin Dmo B-type lamin [Goldberg et al.,
1999]. We decided to use live cell imaging to
investigate whether expression of the nuclear
aggregating lamin A mutants N195K and
R386Kwould affect the subnuclear distribution
of histone H2A and H2B in HeLa cells. Coex-
pressing GFP-LaA and DsRed2-H2A or -H2B
did not result in an altered distribution of either
protein (Fig. 5B). GFP-LaA localized predomi-
nantly to the nuclear rim while the DsRed2-
fusion proteins displayed a uniform nucleoplas-
mic distribution with nucleolar exclusion, simi-
lar to cells expressing DsRed2-H2A and
DsRed2-H2B alone (Fig. 5A). Interestingly,
nuclear aggregate formation by GFP-LaA was
not observed in double transfected cells. Despite
previous reports of an interaction between the
core histones H2A, H2B and lamin Dmo, no
discernible overlap in localization between

TABLE II. Quantitative Analysis of Nuclear
Aggregates Induced in Mouse C2C12
Myoblasts Transfected to Express
GFP-Lamin A Fusion Proteins

GFP-fusion
protein
expressed

Relative aggregate
fluorescence

intensity (�SE)a

Number of
aggregates
analyzed

GFP-LaA 1 80
GFP-N195K 0.81� 0.31 120
GFP-E358K 0.61� 0.02 54
GFP-M371K 0.81� 0.07 165
GFP-R386K 0.96� 0.16 104

aThe mean nuclear fluorescence intensities (from two separate
experiments where live cell imaging was performed 24 h post
transfection) of mutant aggregates compared to aggregates in
cells expressing GFP-LaA.

Fig. 4. Subnuclear localization of ectopically expressed GFP-
LaAD50 inHeLa cells. The top panel depicts equatorial (a, b) and
projection (c) images of living HeLa cells expressing GFP-
LaAD50 16–24 h post transfection. Beside localization of GFP-
LaAD50 at the nuclear envelope (a), its expression induces
nuclear lobulations (b, c). The middle and lower panels show
equatorial (d–f) and projection (d0–f0) images of HeLa cells

coexpressing GFP-LaAD50 (d and d0) and FLAG-LaAN195K
(e and e0). The merged images are shown in f and f0. Immuno-
fluorescence analysis of FLAG-LaAN195K was performed 48 h
post transfection on methanol/acetone fixed cells, using a rabbit
FLAG-antibody and an Alexa 568-coupled secondary antibody.
[Color figure canbeviewed in theonline issue,which is available
at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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Fig. 5. Lack of colocalization of ectopically expressed histone
H2A and H2B with mutant lamin A in nuclear aggregates. Live
cell imaging of HeLa cells expressing DsRed2-H2A, DsRed2-
H2B, and DsRed2-LaA alone (A) or together with the lamin A
fusion proteins GFP-LaA, GFP-LaAN195K, GFP-LaAR386K,
GFP-head/CaaX (B) 48 h post transfection. The left panels

represent wild type andmutant GFP-lamin A fusion proteins, the
middle panels the core histonesH2A,H2Baswell as LaA fused to
DsRed2. Images on the right represent themerged images,where
yellow coloration is indicative of colocalization. [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
www.interscience.wiley.com.]



histones and the lamin A mutants could be
detected in cells containing nuclear aggregates
due to GFP-LaAN195K or GFP-LaA386K
expression (Fig. 5B). This was particularily
prominent in cells expressing the assembly
incompetent lamin A mutant GFP-head/CaaX
(Fig. 5B). Colocalization of GFP-LaAN195K
and DsRed2-LaA in nuclear aggregates was
observed in double transfected HeLa cells
(Fig. 5B). Intriguingly nuclear aggregation of
DsRed2-LaA in single transfected cells was not
detected, although some cytoplasmic aggre-
gates were observed (Fig. 5A).

Nuclear Accumulation of H2A Is Not Impaired in
HeLa Cells Containing Lamin A Aggregates

To assess whether nuclear import of the core
histones might be reduced in the cells over-
expressing the various LaA derivatives, the
mean nuclear fluorescence of DsRed2-H2A was
derived by image analysis (see Materials and
Methods) of CLSMfiles ofHeLa cells expressing
DsRed2-H2A with or without coexpression of
GFP-LaA proteins. The results revealed strong
nuclear accumulation (Fn¼ 22) for DsRed2-
H2A alone, with the Fn values for DsRed2-
H2A in cells containing nuclear aggregates
of GFP-LaA, GFP-LaAN195K, and GFP-LaAR
386K not significantly different (see Table III).
Similar results were obtained in cells ex-
pressing GFP-head/CaaX and GFP-LaAD50
(Table III). Thus, there was no effect on H2A
nuclear localization elicited by the over-
expression of the laminopathy-inducing lamin
A mutants.

DISCUSSION

This study examines for the first time the
subnuclear localization and protein recruit-

ment properties of lamin A mutant proteins
fused to GFP in living cells. The mutants used
in this investigation all cause visible defects on
lamin A assembly, either accumulating within
nuclear aggregates, consistent with observa-
tions in fibroblasts from laminopathy patients
[Capanni et al., 2003; Muchir et al., 2004], or
induce highly lobulated nuclei in the case of the
progerin mutant [Goldman et al., 2004]. In the
context of nuclear aggregate formation and
the dependence on lamin A for lamina stability
[Schirmer andGerace, 2004],mislocalization by
lamin A mutants might interfere with the
localization/function of lamins, as well as lamin
A-binding proteins [Bechert et al., 2003]. Here
we show that expression of the four-rod domain
mutants, GFP-LaAN195K, -LaAE358K, -LaAM
371K, and -LaAR386K, resulted in aberrant
subnuclear localization, with the formation of
nuclear aggregates being themost overt nuclear
phenotype. Although a similar phenotype was
observed in GFP-LaA expressing cells, the ten-
dency of nuclear aggregate formation for GFP-
LaA was significantly lower compared to cells
expressing the rod domainmutants (seeTable I),
in agreement with previous observations
[Ostlund et al., 2001; Bechert et al., 2003; Holt
et al., 2003]. The differences in the absolute
percentage of nuclei with nuclear aggregates
found in these studies, however, and those
found here might be due in part to cell line
differences/culture conditions and/or the SV40
promoter in pSVK3-derived constructs, which
drives lower expression than theCMVpromoter
used here. Bechert et al. [2003] reported a time-
dependent increase of cells containing nuclear
aggregates; presumably the lower expression
levels result in slower kinetics due to theneed to
achieve threshold levels for aggregate formation.

TABLE III. Summary of Results for Nuclear Accumulation of DsRed2-H2A
in HeLa Cells Coexpressing Wild Type or Mutant GFP-Lamin A Proteins

Fusion proteins expresseda
DsRed2-H2A nuclear fluorescence

intensity (mean�SE)b
Number of nuclei

analyzed

DsRed2-H2A 22.0� 0.5 41
DsRed2-H2AþGFP-LaA 23.4� 1.2 58
DsRed2-H2AþGFP-LaAN195K 21.3� 1.6 45
DsRed2-H2AþGFP-LaAR3862K 21.3� 1.3 45
DsRed2-H2AþGFP-LaAD50 27.3� 1.6 57
DsRed2-H2AþGFP-LaAc 21.6� 1.2 33
DsRed2-H2AþGFP-head/CaaXc 27.5� 1.8 37

aHeLa cells expressing DsRed2-H2A in the presence or absence of either wild type or mutant forms of
human lamin A as indicated.
bResults represent the mean�SE for the nuclear fluorescence intensity, determined as described in
Materials and Methods. There were no significant differences between samples.
cExpression of respective fusion proteins from pEGFPC-derived vectors [Izumi et al. [2000].
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Lamins assemble quite differently from cyto-
plasmic IF proteins, the first step being linear
head-to-tail association of lamin dimers. The C-
terminal region of coil 2B and the N-terminal
part of coil 1A seem to play an important role in
this process [Strelkov et al., 2004]. It thus seems
reasonable to postulate that mutations within
these regions may interfere with the head-to-
tail assembly of A-type lamin dimers. Although
the position of the acidic amino acid 358 is
conserved in both vertebrate and invertebrate
lamins and the mutation of a glutamic acid to a
lysine residue represents a large change, aber-
rant subnuclear localization of the E358K
mutant compared to the other rod domain
mutants was found to be moderate. In contrast,
residue 386, located at the very end of the rod
domain, seems to play a much more important
role in lamina localization, which is supported
by the observation that the arginine to lysine
mutation, although leading to EDMD, does not
alter the charge. The M371K missense muta-
tion, which could possibly interfere with the
interactions mediated by the rod-flanking
sequences, severely impacts on lamina localiza-
tion in similar fashion to the R386K mutation.
The head and tail domains have been shown to
be an important part of general IF assembly,
with the head domain absolutely necessary for
linear lamin assembly [Stuurman et al., 1996;
Sasse et al., 1997]. We found significantly
higher nuclear aggregate formation for all of
the tail mutants tested compared to the wild
type molecule. The most dramatic impact on
lamina localization was observed for the R482L
mutant, whereas discontinous NE-fluorescence
was more prominent for the G465D and R527P
mutants. Intriguingly, in the case of R482L, a
similar mutation, R482W, showed only a low
tendency of nuclear aggregate formation, which
was comparable to that of wild type lamin A
[Raharjo et al., 2001]. Nuclear aggregate for-
mation was seen, not only upon expression of
mutant lamin A, but also upon expression of
GFP-LaA in HeLa cells. This may be due to the
inability of the lamina to compensate for the
surplus of expressed lamin A molecules, com-
parable to aggregate formation in desminopa-
thy patients due to overexpression of the IF
protein desmin [Costa et al., 2004], or in
cultured cells upon overexpression of glial
fibrillary acidic protein [Koyama and Goldman,
1999]. In general, the nuclear phenotypes of
cells expressing GFP lamin A mutant proteins

resembled those found in previous studies
where FLAG or HA-tagged lamin A mutants
were analyzed. As shown previously [Bechert
et al., 2003], the majority of nuclear aggregates
localized at the periphery of the nucleus, but the
large irregularly formed nuclear aggregates
observed by others in a small population of
transfected cells [Ostlund et al., 2001; Bechert
et al., 2003] were not seen here. Our study
clearly implies that discontinuous lamina loca-
lization and the formation of nuclear aggre-
gates, is likely to be a disease-related molecular
event (see below).

Opposed to the EDMD-, DCM,- and FPLD-
causing missense mutations described above,
the premature aging syndrome HGPS is
caused by a lamin A in-frame deletion mutant.
Immunofluorescence studies on cultured
HGPS-derived cells have previously revealed
structural abnormalities of the nucleus [De
Sandre-Giovannoli et al., 2003; Eriksson et al.,
2003; Bridger and Kill, 2004; Goldman et al.,
2004], correlating with mislocalization of lamin
A, increased hyperproliferation and apoptosis
[Bridger and Kill, 2004]. Overexpression of
GFP-LaAD50 in HeLa cells resulted in the
formation of lobulated nuclei here, similar to
the effect of microinjecting LaAD50 into cul-
tured cells [Goldman et al., 2004]. Intriguingly,
NE-lobulationwas found to bemorepronounced
in pEPI-derived GFP-LaAD50 expressing Hela
cells than in those expressing pDEST53-
encoded GFP-LaAD50, which might be ac-
counted for by increased expression levels (see
above). We additionally observed reduced
aggregate formation compared to cells expres-
sing the wild type molecule. Formation of
lobulated nuclei presumably results from con-
stitutive farnesylation of thepartially processed
pre-lamin A protein, with the mutant protein
possibly having effects on lamin dynamics
[Goldman et al., 2005]. Coexpression studies
revealed no effect on the subnuclear distribu-
tion of the core histone fusion proteins DsRed2-
H2A and DsRed2-H2B in living HeLa cells
containingGFP-LaAN195K orGFP-LaAR386K
nuclear aggregates, in contrast to DsRed2-LaA,
which was found to colocalize with nuclear
aggregates.

Reported association of pathogenic A-type
lamin mutant expression with nuclear archi-
tectural defects [Vigouroux et al., 2001; Novelli
et al., 2002; Caux et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2003;
Eriksson et al., 2003; Favreau et al., 2003;
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Muchir et al., 2003], altered positioning of
the NPC [Goldman et al., 2004] and the NPC
component NUP153 [Bechert et al., 2003;
Muchir et al., 2003; Goldman et al., 2004], a
key protein in various nuclear transport path-
ways, do not exclude the possible interference of
lamin defects on nuclear transport processes.
In this context nuclear import of SREBP1 has

indeedbeen reported to be impaired inLMNA�/�

mice [Nikolova et al., 2004], encouraging us to
examine nuclear import processes for effects of
the overexpression of laminAmutants. Exploit-
ing our different fluorescently tagged proteins,
it proved possible to study subcellular localiza-
tion of DsRed2-H2A in living, GFP-lamin A-
mutant expressing cells. Quantitative analysis
revealed that, despite the presence of nuclear
aggregates or NE-lobulation, nuclear accumu-
lation of DsRed2-H2A was not significantly
different to that in cells expressing DsRed2-
H2A alone. Nuclear import of core histones in
mammalian cells and yeast ismediated through
pathways involving several different members
of the importin family [Mosammaparast et al.,
2001; Muhlhausser et al., 2001], at least some
of which thus appear not to be perturbed
by impaired lamin A/NPC function. With the
increasing availability of karyophilic fluores-
cently tagged proteins this issue will be able to
be investigated in more detail in the future and
should shed new light on the effect ofmislocaliz-
ing laminA on laminA binding proteins and the
role thismay play in laminopathy pathogenesis.
Importantly in this context, we have recently
shown [Hübner et al., 2005] that transcriptional
regulators such as Rb and SREBP-1a are
recruited to lamin A-mutant-induced nuclear
aggregates, supporting the idea that perturba-
tion of gene expression (see introduction) may
be a critical factor in the progression of
laminopathogenesis and its apparently tissue-
specific nature.
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